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Bounded Normal Approximation in Highly Reliable
Markovian Systems
Bruno Tuffin
 
Thème 1 — Réseaux et systèmes
Projet Model
Rapport de recherche n ˚ 3020 — Octobre 1996 — 17 pages
Abstract: In this paper, we give a necessary and sufficient condition to perform
a good normal approximation for the Monte Carlo evaluation of highly reliable
Markovian systems. We have recourse to simulation because of the frequent huge
state space in practical systems. Literature has focused on the property of bounded
relative error. In the same way, we can focus on bounded normal approximation. We
see that the set of systems with bounded normal approximation is (strictly) included
in the set of systems with bounded relative error.
Key-words: Simulation, Normal Approximation, Markov Chains, Highly Reli-
able Systems.
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Approximation Normale Bornée pour les systèmes
Markoviens Hautement Fiables
Résumé : Nous donnons ici une condition nécessaire et suffisante pour obtenir une
approximation normale satisfaisante pour l’évaluation, par les méthodes de Monte
Carlo, des systèmes Markoviens hautement fiables. Les systèmes pratiques com-
portant en général un grand nombre d’états, on utilise des techniques de simulation.
La littérature s’est concentrée jusqu’à présent sur la propriété d’erreur relative bor-
née. De la même manière, nous nous intéressons à la notion d’approximation nor-
male bornée. Nous démontrons que l’ensemble des systèmes avec approximation
normale bornée est (strictement) inclu dans l’ensemble des systèmes avec erreur
relative bornée.
Mots-clé : Simulation, Approximation normale, Chaı̂nes de Markov, Systèmes
hautement fiables.
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1 Introduction
Fault tolerant multi-components systems (which tolerate also fault propagation), as
computer or telecommunication systems, are more and more reliable. Such systems
are often represented by Markovian models. Direct computational time of dependa-
bility metrics using these models, as the MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) or the avai-
lability, is too expensive. Also, approximate numerical techniques, state lumping
and unlumping [3], state aggregation and bounding [7] require considerable com-
puter time and memory. The crude Monte Carlo simulation is inefficient because of
the failure rarity. Thus we use variance reduction methods, principally importance
sampling techniques. A general description of this technique can be found in [5]. In
the literature, a number of schemes have been proposed for highly reliable Marko-
vian systems. These include simple failure biasing [6], failure distance biasing [9],
bias2 failure biasing [4] and failure distance biasing [1]. All these schemes increase
the failure probability to reduce the variance of the estimator. Shahabuddin [9] in-
troduced the notion of bounded relative error. If an estimator enjoys this property,
we only need a fixed number of iterations to obtain a confidence interval having a
fixed relative width no matter how rarely system failures occur. Here, we show that
we have also to take care of the normal approximation. To obtain a bounded nor-
mal approximation is as important as a bounded relative error, because it justifies
the validity of the confidence interval, and so the use of the method. Moreover, we
prove that bounded normal approximation implies bounded relative error.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we recall the model specifica-
tions described by Nakayama in [8] and the previous results. In section 3 we give
the theorem for bounded normal approximation. Section 4 shows that systems with
bounded normal approximation are also with bounded relative error and that the
inclusion is strict. Finally we conclude in section 5.
2 Model presentation
We use the notations of [9] and [8]. A function   is said to be 	 if  

as   . It is said to be    as   if      where    is
independent of  . Similarly  
     if      as    and     if
  "! $#&% $#  with !   and '(*)"( when + .
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We suppose that the system has   types of components, with  components
of type  . The total number of components is then  	
  . The system is
subject to random failures and repairs with exponential laws. The model is given by
a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC)   defined on the finite state space 
where each  gives for all          the number of operational components
(also called up components) of type  , ! "  . We label the state with all components
up as # . We suppose that this is the initial state.  is partitioned into two sub-sets $
and % where $ denotes the set of up states and % the set of down states. Of course,#&$ . Failure propagations are allowed. Let ' ()*    be the probability that, if the
system is in state  and a component of type  fails, the system goes directly to state( by means of propagations. A transition "  (  from a state  to a state ( is said
to be a failure transition if +  )  )   ,   (  )     , with a strict inequality for
some type  ; this is denoted (-,. . We define in the same way the repair transitions.
Let / be the set of possible transitions. When we are in state  , a repair occur to
state ( with rate 0   (  . A failure of a component of type  occur exponentially in
state  with rate 1  "  . Given that failures are rare, we introduce a rarity parameter
32 , such that 54  and 16   87  "  9:<;>=@? 
where 7   BA  and CD " EA  are independent of  . In the same way we suppose
that ' ()*    !    (    :F;G= H IJ?
where
(  "  ( KA  is integer-valued, !    ( LA  and  IDMON ' ()*    P . We
assume that repair rates 0   (  are independent of  .
The infinitesimal generator of  , denoted by Q  R "  (  = H I*MON is given by
R "  (   STU TV  W 
  W " J1 W " <' "()* *X  if (-,.0 "  (  if (-Y.
 elsewhere
for   ( , and R       =Z
 I R   (  . Let us denote by [ the canonically embed-
ded discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) and by \ its transition matrix. If we callCD ^]L_a` cbdab  CD e#  and if
C   (  gf ]&_a`hi
*j C* "  % (  "  ( lk   7  " <' "()*   m2n if (KYo if (K,o
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is the exponent of the order of magnitude of the rate of the transition   (  , we have
[8] that for any   (  / ,
\ "  (   f   9 ;G= H IJ?  if   #  9 ;G= H IJ?  9   if   # 
Define

as the corresponding measure on the sample paths of the DTMC. It is
known that the MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) can be expressed by the ratio [9]
 %  
	  ]&_ `    # 	    #    (1)
where   is the hitting time of the DTMC [ to set % and  # the hitting time to state# . This performance measure is estimated by means of regenerative simulation. As
the numerator is easy to estimate with naive simulation, we focus on the evaluation
of    	     #   as in [8]. Importance sampling is used in [8] [9] [4]. As a
matter of fact, a crude simulation is inefficient, very large sample sizes are required
to achieve accurate estimators of  as    . We choose a new matrix \ and
evaluate
  
	    #   
where, for all path   "!#!"! %$ , the likelihood function  is
   "!#!"! &$    "  #!"!"!  $ 
   #!"!"! &$
and
  is the measure corresponding to matrix \' . The most commonly used
choices are balanced failure biasing, Bias1 failure biasing, Bias2 failure biasing
and failure distance biasing.
Bias1 failure biasing associates, with any state  $ , probabilities (  and &) (
which are allocated respectively to the failure transitions and to the repair transi-
tions. In both sets, the new transition probabilities are proportional to their original
ones. For all the importance sampling schemes, transitions from state # or from a
state in % are not altered. Balanced failure biasing also allocates probabilities ( and*) ( to the individual failure and repair transitions, but now the same probability
is allocated to each failure transition. Bias2 failure biasing [4] gives a higher combi-
ned probability ( to those failure corresponding to components types which have at
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least one of their type already failed. The probabilities are allocated proportionally
to the original ones. Failure distance biasing [1] takes into account the minimum
number of components which have to fail to put the system down. For each state	 $ , define the failure distance as ( "   ]&_a` I =  I*M   	
  "  )  "(  and
the criticality of "  (  as !   (   ( "  ) ( (  . The importance sampling matrix
is defined as follows. A probability (  is allocated to the set of failure transitions
and a probability  ) (  to the set of repair transitions. Then the set of failure transi-
tions is divided into the set of transitions with criticality 0 (with probability ) (  )
and the set with criticality strictly positive, called set of dominant transitions (with
probability (  ). The subset of the latter, consisting of the transitions with the smal-
lest criticalities, is assigned a (conditional) probability   ) ( , and the subset of
remaining transitions a (conditional) probability ( . We repeat the last step as long
as the remaining set contains transitions having different criticalities. In all those
subsets, probabilities are allocated proportionally to the original ones.
We suppose that the system verifies the three following properties:
 A1: the DTMC [ is irreducible on 	 .
 A2: for every state   #^
	 , there exists a state ( such that (^,  and
  (  is a transition of [ in one step.
 A3: for each state K% , such that e#    / , R e#      9   
In [9], the author proves the following result.
Theorem 1 (Shahabuddin(1991)) There exists   such that
    
In the same paper, the concept of bounded relative error is defined as follows:
Definition 1 ((Shahabuddin(1991))) Define  as the variance of the estimator of
 and  as the  )
  quantile of the standard normal distribution. Then the
relative error for a sample size  is defined by
   
   


We say that we have a bounded relative error if
 
remains bounded as   .
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Let us denote by   the set of paths from # to % without returning to state #
and with probability in     , that is
    j   "!"!"!   $  k  A      #   $ %     j #  % n for )  )  )8  "     %   / and  j  [3 "!"!#!  [      "!"!#!  &$en     en 
We can then obtain a necessary and sufficient condition on the importance sampling
measure to have a bounded relative error, which basically says that failures must not
be excessively rare under
  :
Theorem 2 (Nakayama(1993)) For any importance sampling measure
  corres-
ponding to a transition matrix   , we have a bounded relative error if and only if
for all   "!"!#!  %$   ,  ) )  )8 
  j  [3 "!"!"! [    "  #!"!"!  &$en          
3 Normal Approximation
Let us recall the following important result concerning the convergence speed to the
normal law in the central limit theorem.
Theorem 3 (Berry-Essen) [2] Let (   	 [ )   [ 
   ,      [ )   [    ,   be the distribution of the centered and reduced normal law and % be the
distribution of the centered and normalized sum  [  % !"!"! % [    )   [  .
Then, for each  and 
 %    )  "  )  (    
Moreover, it is known [2] that% "  )  "   (      )      %      
where  is the density of the centered and reduced normal law. The quality of the
normal approximation depends then of the fraction (  .
Definition 2 If ( denote the third order moment and  the standard deviation of
the estimator of  , we say that we have a bounded normal approximation if (  is
bounded when + .
RR n ˚ 3020
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Let us define now a class of importance sampling measures. This class increases
the probability of each failure transition from a state   # . It is then the type of
measure we are looking for.
Definition 3 Let   be the class of measures   corresponding to matrix \  defined
as follows: for all    (  / ,   # and (K, ,
if \    (        then \    (         
Denote
  

m
    
For
  importance sampling measure, denote
  H W  j   "!"!"!  &$   k  j  [3 "!"!#!  [      "!"!#!  &$en    
and
  j  [3 "!#!"!  [      "!#!"!  &$en    W Jn 
     H W   W 
     H W 
and
 8]&_ ` f	 k
 " #!"!"!   $       
 j  [  "!#!"!  [       "!#!"!   $ en    
 
Then,  is the integer such that      . A necessary and sufficient condition
on
  to obtain a bounded normal approximation is the following:
Theorem 4 The normal approximation is bounded for a fixed number of iterations
and a measure
    if and only if + X   such that  )oX  ,  #!"!"!  &$3
  H W ,   j  [3 "!#!"!  [      "!"!"!  &$en          
(i.e. X )    )    ).
Before proving this theorem, let us demonstrate the following lemma:
INRIA
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Lemma 1 If
     , then
      )        % ;
 For "  #!"!"!   $              H     ,
  j  [  #!"!"!  [       #!"!"!   $ en )     )	    
for  small enough, where  and  are constants independent of   #!"!"!   $  .
 For   #!"!"!  &$B    ,  "  #!"!"!  &$ )
    for  sufficiently small, where
is a constant independent of  and  #!"!"!  &$ .
Proof: On    , we can not have more than  failures from a state different of # , then
not more than  %  failures on the whole path. After each failure, we can not have
more than  )o repairs on      # . We can not then have more than  c )o 
repairs on the whole path, so, the total number of transitions can not be greater than
* %  . Thus
     )       
The first inequality of the second part of the lemma is demonstrated in [8]. If 
is sufficiently small such that     , as  )  (because    ) X ), we obtain the
second inequality.
For the third part, we have
 "  #!"!"!  &$  $  W 
  \ " W   W   \   W   W    
By definition of   , there exists    (  independent of  such that
   ( e\ "  (  )  \    (  (2)
for all   (  /L  # , (&,8 and all sufficiently small  , and
   ( e\   (  ) \    (  (3)
for all "  (   /  ( YP or J#  (   / and all sufficiently small  . Let   ]&_a` j  "  (  k   (  /  (-,. n and    ]&_a`      ). For all  small enough,
   "!"!#!  &$ )  
$  W 
    ;G=*H =   ?M HJ=  =  %   ;G=*H = ? M H*==   ) 

   
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because there are less that  %  failures (one from state # for which the likelihood
is bounded by     by (3) and not more than  from other states for which the
likelihood is bounded using (2) by    ) and    )&  repairs (likelihood is bounded
using (3) by     ). If we take       , and 
 P    we obtain the desiredinequality.
Proof of the Theorem:
Necessary condition: Suppose that there exist X     and   "!"!"!  %$
  H W such that X A    )    %  and  ) X   . This means that  j  [3 "!#!"!  [      "!#!"!  &$en             
Let
 (  #!"!"!  ($   j  [3 "!"!"!  [    "(  "!#!"!  ($Jn
 j  [3 "!#!"!  [     (  "!#!"!  ($en 
We have then
(  ;GI  H H I ?M   (  #!"!"!  ($ )     j  [3 "!#!"!  [    (  "!"!"!  ($enA     "!#!"!  &$ )      j  [3 #!"!"!  [    "  "!"!"!  &$en
    ;   W ?  W 
         
Thus (           % 
Sufficient condition: Suppose that
  j  [3 #!"!"!  [    "  #!"!"!  &$en           
for all   "!#!"!  &$    H W ,  A  and  ) X   . We have to show that(        .
(    ;>=  H H =*? M	 
     "!"!"!   $  )      j  [  "!"!"!  [       "!"!"!   $ Jn 
Let   #!"!"!  &$    such that    (i.e.,  ) X   ).
    "!#!"!  &$ )     j  [3 #!"!"!  [    "  #!"!"!  &$en        W    W 
        ;        ? 
       
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As           %  and by the first part of Lemma 1,    ;>=  H H =@? M	 
   "  "!"!#!  &$ )      j  [3 "!#!"!  [       "!#!"!  &$en        
Furthermore  
  ;G=  H H =  ?M 
     #!"!"!  &$ )      j  [3 "!"!"!  [      "!"!"!  &$Jn
)   
  ;G=  H H =*? M 
    %    
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because 3A  . Thus the normal approximation is bounded.
4 Difference between bounded normal approximation
and bounded relative error
For all measures
     , by Theorem 2 of [8], we have a bounded relative error if
and only if +  such that  ) )   )8 , and +&  "!"!"!  $     
  j  [3 "!"!#!  [      "!"!#!  &$en "        
In the following theorem we prove that the class of measures with bounded
normal approximation is included in the class of measures having bounded relative
error.
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Theorem 5 Consider a measure
    . If we have bounded normal approxima-
tion, we have bounded relative error.
Proof: Suppose that we have a bounded normal approximation. By definition of there exists at least one  A  and one path  "!"!"!  %$   such that
 
 j  [3 "!#!"!  [      "!"!"!  &$en      
thus   j  [3 #!"!"!  [      #!"!"!  &$en         
As we have bounded normal approximation,   )  )     )          )   ,
then   )  )  . Then
  j  [3 "!"!"!  [      "!#!"!  &$Jn     
because we have always   A  .
Let (  "!"!"!  ($B    and   be such that   j  [3 "!#!"!  [     (  #!"!"!  ($en       By definition of  ,
3A   )   A     A  
with the previous

, then    
Suppose that we have not bounded relative error. There exists    "!#!"!  "$&
  , with  j  [  #!"!"!  [       "!"!"!   $Jn      and   j  [3 "!"!"!  [   
   "!"!#!  "$en        such that   2   )   , which means that   2   )  .
But by definition of  ,  )   )   . We have then proved the theorem.
We can find a system example with bounded relative error, but without bounded
normal approximation. Suppose that     ,        and that the system
is operational if at least two components are operational. Let the transitions of the
DTMC of this system be represented by the transitions on Figure 1, where the failed
states are filled.
If we use as importance sampling scheme Bias1, with the new probabilities
described in Figure 2, then we have a bounded relative error, but not a bounded
normal approximation. This means that, even if we have bounded relative error, the
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Figure 1: Transitions of system I
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Figure 2: Bias1 importance sampling transitions of system I
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confidence interval is not valid for high reliability values. For this example,

	    #       %    
    (   % 
and
( 

(   %   
For this system, since there is no propagation fault, Bias1 and distance importance
sampling measures are equivalent, so, this is also an example of the distance im-
portance sampling technique giving bounded relative error but not bounded normal
approximation. We can also exhibit systems (with at least three types of compo-
nents) with the same property for the Bias2 technique.
Theorem 6 Balanced failure biasing has the property of bounded normal approxi-
mation. Simple failure biasing, Bias2 failure biasing and distance biasing, which
in general do not have bounded relative error, do not verify the bounded normal
approximation. Nevertheless, for balanced systems (i.e. systems for which failure
transitions have probabilities of the same order), all the methods give bounded nor-
mal approximation.
Proof: The proof that balanced failure biasing for every system give bounded
normal approximation results directly from the necessary and sufficient condition
given in Theorem 4 and the fact that
  j  [3 "!"!"!  [     "  "!"!"!  &$Jn     
(i.e. X   ) for all paths to failure  "!"!"!  %$   , because each probability in
matrix \  is in    . The same arguments work in the case of balanced systems.
Counter-examples for Bias1 and the distance-based technique are given above. A
counter-example for Bias2 can also be built in a similar manner.
5 Conclusion
The objective of this paper is to define the concept of bounded normal approxima-
tion and to underline its importance in the context of the evaluation of dependability
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measures using Markov models. Then we give a necessary and sufficient condition
to obtain a bounded normal approximation in highly reliable Markovian systems.
Up to now, literature has focused on bounded relative error. A good importance
sampling measure should verify both properties. But if we have bounded normal
approximation, we have bounded relative error. Thus our necessary and sufficient
condition is more attractive. We have also proven that for the usual importance
sampling schemes (Bias1, Bias2 and the distance-based technique), it is possible
to have bounded relative error without bounded normal approximation. Neverthe-
less, on balanced systems, we always have bounded normal approximation. The
advantages of balanced failure biasing with respect to the other schemes are thus
reinforced by the results of this paper.
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